Parking Information for Visitors:

Visitor Parking is primarily available in the four parking garages and the Paint Branch surface lot, marked with a P on this map and on campus signs. These are equipped with digital pay stations and visitors must park in a numbered space and pay by space. Cash and credit cards are accepted, machines DO NOT GIVE CHANGE.

A limited number of pay by space parking with digital pay stations are also located around campus, including the Visitor Center lot. Allotted time allowed, hours of operation and costs vary by location.

Most other parking lots are for use by PERMIT HOLDERS during designated hours. Temporary permits designate where/when they are valid.

Handicap accessible parking spaces are available in all Visitor lots at all times and are marked with a . Additional handicap accessible parking spaces are located in other lots designated for faculty/staff/madison ( Permit Holders). A valid campus parking permit in addition to a state-issued disability permit is required before 4pm M-F in these lots, which are marked with a on this map. Temporary permits may be obtained from the Visitor Center for some ungated faculty/staff/madison lots. After 4pm, most gated lots are also open and available.

Visitors may NOT park in spaces designated for State vehicles, courier and zipcar parking.

PLEASE READ LOT SIGNS CAREFULLY TO AVOID A PARKING TICKET!

EMERGENCY:

Dial 911 from any campus phone or pick up the BLUE LIGHT Public Emergency Response Phones located all around campus.